
LESSON GREETINGS
WHAT DAY IS TODAY?

WHAT’S WEATHER IS LIKE 
TODAY?





Aims of our lesson:
1. To control the listening skills

2. To repeat the well-known words
3. To do some grammar tasks

4. To communicate with each other





Listening skills
Task 1

Speaking skills
Task 2

Grammatical skills
Task 3

Total
__________PUT THE MARK

FROM 1 TO 5

Name _______________________________________

______

_______

______



LISTENING



ASSESSMENT CRITERIA
        I have done everything– 5
I can’t understand some tasks – 4

                                                                        I haven’t done the half of tasks – 3
                                                                                I haven’t done anything– 2



PAUSE



What do you think about the girl’s  ideas? 



?
    1              2                     3                          4             5

 
Completely disagree                alone                  absolutely agree

 



PASSIVE VOICE



Hamlet Performance
 Complete the sentences (Active or Passive Voice). 

You must use different types of Passive..

         Hamlet by William Shakespeare (perform) many 
times since the beginning of the 17th century. 
Shakespeare wrote the role of Hamlet for Richard 
Burbage, tragedian of The Lord Chamberlain's Men. 
Although the story (set) many centuries before, 
at The Globe the play (perform) in Elizabethan 
dress. Hamlet (act) by the crew of the ship Red 
Dragon, off Sierra Leone, in September 1607. The 
play first (perform) in South 
East Asia (present's Indonesia) in 1609.



    Hamlet often (play) with contemporary 
political overtones: Leopold Jessner's 1926 
production at the Berlin Staatstheater 
portrayed Claudius' court as a parody of the 
corrupt and fawning court of Kaiser 
Wilhelm. Hamlet is also a psychological 
play.



Hamlet by William Shakespeare has 
been performed many times since the beginning 
of the 17th century. Shakespeare wrote the role of 
Hamlet for Richard Burbage, tragedian of The Lord 
Chamberlain's Men. Although the story was set 
many centuries before, at The Globe the play was 
performed in Elizabethan dress. Hamlet was acted 
by the crew of the ship Red Dragon, off Sierra 
Leone, in September 1607. The play was first 
performed in South 
East Asia (present's Indonesia) in 1609.
      Hamlet is often played with contemporary 
political overtones: Leopold Jessner's 1926 
production at the Berlin Staatstheater portrayed 
Claudius' court as a parody of the corrupt and 
fawning court of Kaiser Wilhelm. Hamlet is also a 
psychological play.

CORRECT TASK



Home task
•To repeat all words of the leant module;
•To revise grammar material.
•To describe one of the family member or the 
favourite movie or theatre actor. You should 
use the module words and grammar.



Some people really need to say:


